REPORT OF BOMCOM

Objectives:

BOMCOM is a committee that looks at SSMUs properties and how to best utilize this space. This includes space improvements as well as space allocation. The goal of BOMCOM this year is to finalize how the space in 3501 Peel will be used.

In doing so, a survey will be launched gauging what types of space students want. BOMCOM will take in this space and make decisions on how to interpret these results for the space in 3501 Peel. This space should be available for student use next academic year.

Survey Topics:

The committee currently wants to evaluate student wants on the following types of space usage:

1) Psychologists
2) Psychiatrists
3) Massage Therapists
4) Physiotherapists
5) Full time lawyers
6) Commuter lounge
7) Lounge Space
8) Spin Bikes
9) Bookable Space
10) Food location

Additional Space Updates:

Meetings to occur with Players Theatre on opening up the theatre space as a bookable space for other student groups and activities. These discussions will be taking place early next semester.